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Our innovation: an alternative between a walker
and a wheelchair. SAFEWALKER is a medical device of
help to the walking in discharge situation. The user’s
weight discharge is quantifiable and adjustable, by
controlling the reduction settings.
It is addressed to every person presenting walking
deficiences, temporary or permanent. This is a real
‘relieve’ of walking, thought for a use in total autonomy
with no one's help.
The user is then going to determine the percentage of
his body weight of which he wants the device to relieve
him from, in a autonomous way by a touchsensitive screen.
Throughout the development of the SAFEWALKER,
safety was the main concern, indeed the posterior doors
are provided with sensors authorizing the functioning of
the device only when closed. The patient can not fall, the
use of the SAFEWALKER is then, totally safe.

The SW is an innovating walking device based on releasing the user from
his weight. It’s quantifiable by a strain gauge, adjusted by a positioning
cylinder.
One of SW strongest point is the possibility of making the difference
between right and left of the user’s discharge, in real time by it’s walking
cylinder and sensors.

 DIMENSIONS
Height saddle

Folded
40 / 15.74

Unfolded
100 / 43.30

Lenght frame

100 / 39.37

115 / 45.27

Height of the body guard

75 / 29.52

155 / 61.02

Width

58 / 22.83

58 / 22.83

cm / inches

 WEIGHT
 Weight of SW: 38 Kg / 83.6 Lbs
 Maximum weight of the user: 120 Kg / 264 Lbs
(possibility to order for heavier persons)
 STANDARD
EC Standard, medical dispositif
of class 1, 93/42/EEC

 PI
Certificat delivered, August 9th , 2013 #
10 04492, France , Europe, USA, Canada,
Australia

 2 dorsal supports adjustable forward /
backward 25 cm (9.8 inches)

 2 handles

 Touch-sensitive screen

 Adjustable lap support in height
15 cm (5.9 inches)
 2 adjustable side
supports

 Adjustable saddle
in height: 18 cm (7.1 inches)
front / back: 15 cm (5.9 inches)

 Positioning jack allowing
to lower the saddle at the
level of a chair, or toilet seat
about 40 cm (15.7 inches)
from the ground and rise up
to standing position

Posterior doors

 4 free wheels;
the 2 rear ones
can be blocked in
unidirectional
 Front brakes: downward position
parking brake: for installation and deinstallation
progessive brakes: upward position
 work on refillable independent batteries ( 2x12v) by a side grip
on sector (220v) approximately time of load: 6 hours
 Variable duration according to the use (given per day in intensive use)
 Fits into a car trunk
 Color of frame on request
 Saddlery and supports on request

Positioning jack

Touch-sensitive screen

 OPTIONS
 Electric brakes with commands on the touch-sensitive
screen
 Dorsal and lap supports lengthes
 Lithium batteries
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Contact
We are at your disposal!
116 Route d’Espagne, Hélios 5, 31100 TOULOUSE - France
CEO: Hervé Escourrou
Tel: 0608427375
Email: h.escourrou@safewalker.com
Sales manager: Jérémie Moles
Tel.: 06 75 51 09 36
Email: j.moles@safewalker.com

